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We provide a safe and inclusive
environment where kids with diverse
needs learn, grow, and thrive.

All children are loved,
accepted, and valued
members of their
communities.

We believe in the inherent
value of every life by creating
a family environment through
trust, respect, fun, and
exceptional care.
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$1.2 million

We’re on the
with increased
radio online donations

total fundraised dollars
Secured funding for nursing from the

Ministry of Education
Jordan’s
Principle to welcome a
Implemented

Implemented a new
HRIS system

new kiddo to our family

Focused on

recruitment and

created a new careers page
with its own application system
Implemented Time
& Attendance for
300+ employees
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The staff at Hope’s Home met 21/22 with the
same passion, caring, and empathy as every
other year, except 2021/22 was like no other year.
The world is filled with strife, yet the angels at
Hope’s Home have stayed focused and positive
as they continue to do what is best for the
children every single day. This is often validated
in the conversations I have with parents whose
children attend Hope’s Home; I appreciate
hearing about the difference Hope’s Home
services makes in their lives.
Focus areas during the fiscal year have continued
to be community outreach and awareness, as
Hope’s Home is still a relatively unknown charity
in our communities. And through our fundraising
and outreach efforts, we can introduce Hope’s
Home’s story to a number of new donors.
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I was particularly proud of the Swinging with Stars
events which brought together over 850 people who
donated over $300,000 and left knowing much more
about our organization. Additionally, we received
some excellent support from both individual and
corporate donors throughout the year. Partnership
with the Government of Saskatchewan has also
been a focus area, as Hope’s Home relies on
the partnership of many Ministries to deliver our
services. I applaud the Management Team for their
focus on working closely with these stakeholders
to ensure we have a strong and productive working
relationship.
On behalf of the Board of Directors, I want to
thank the parents who chose to have their children
attend Hope’s Home as well as the management
and staff for their amazing work over the past year.
It is a pleasure to make a small contribution to this
outstanding organization.
Janet Cook
Board Chair

compassion our dedicated staff continues to
provide our children. The pandemic created
an environment of burnout and exhaustion
for caregivers globally and Hope’s Home
was no exception! Yet, the “Aunties and
Uncles” of Hope’s Home arrived each day with
hearts full of love, patience, and passion to
provide exceptional care in a very challenging
environment. You treated each other with
respect and built upon a foundation of trust
while having fun despite the difficult times.
The health and safety of the children of Hope’s
Home was #1 and we met the challenge with
success having no acute hospitalizations or
deaths related to covid. Truly miraculous!

This year we had the pleasure of
meeting each location’s staff face to face
and creating our 2022-2025 Strategic
Plan. Led by the Executive Team, this
plan was developed out of feedback
from our programs (Early Learning &
Childcare and Supportive Living), plus
the Finance, Human Resources, Nursing,
Fundraising & Marketing departments,
and the Board of Directors. I am very
excited to focus on our Purpose, Vision,
and Values while we achieve our four
Strategic Pillars: Engaged Employees,
Operational Excellence, Brand
Recognition, and a Sustainable Funding
Model. We will share our progress with
our key stakeholders as we achieve our
outcomes over the next year.
I would like to celebrate and
acknowledge the incredible care and

A special thank you to the outgoing
directors on our board:
Rhonda, thank you for your dedication
and voice as a parent in providing input
for Prince Albert and the north.
Helen, we appreciate your nursing
background and insight into policy and
procedures, health, and safety for the
important foundation in nursing.
Mike, thank you for your positive energy,
vision, and leadership on the Fundraising
& Marketing Committee - you believed
we could, and we did...we raised $1.2
million!

Janet, I personally want to thank you
The success of Hope’s Home is built on
for your mentorship, guidance, and the
partnerships. I would like to acknowledge the
authentic leadership you provided to
support we receive from the Government of
me personally and professionally to this
Saskatchewan - Ministry of Education, Social
special organization.
Services, Health, and the Saskatchewan Health
Authority, and our very generous community
Each of you will be remembered for your
donors. Strong government and community
time and commitment serving the Board
relations allow Hope’s Home to provide our
of Directors, forever a part of the Hope’s
unique service to the children of our province.
Home family!
April 2022 started this fiscal year with a
To the parents of Hope’s Home, thank you
monumental announcement! I am very excited
for trusting us with your children, our hope
about our new contract with the Ministry of
& future. They remind us...there is no place
Education for nursing care in our Early Learning
like
hope.
& Childcare Centres! After years
of advocating and fundraising
for nursing in Early Learning &
Childcare, our model of care has
been recognized and is now funded.
With this essential support, we
can continue our care for children
with complex medical needs in our
Early Learning & Childcare Centres.
Because of additional funding,
Jacqueline Tisher
we can finally look forward to
Founder/CEO
expanding in Saskatoon very soon!
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Throughout the past year, we engaged employees on all levels in strategic
planning. Beginning with an online feedback questionnaire, the Executive
team then held in-person sessions with staff at each location to guage
organizational needs.
From this feedback, we developed our strategic pillars for 2022 - 2025.
These initiatives represent the entire family of Hope’s Home. We are
excited to implement the work and bring these initiatives to life over the
next three years.

Engaged
Employees

Brand
Recognition

Operational
Excellence

Sustainable
Funding
Model

Strategic Initiatives
Develop and
implement an
employee engagement
strategy
Complete and
implement a corporate
training strategy
Conduct a total
compensation review

Standardize base service
models for each program

Develop and implement
a marketing strategy

Complete organizational
documentation and
maintenance by end of
2025

Develop and
implement an internal
communications strategy

Implement a new Human
Resource Information
System (HRIS)
Implement succession plan
for leadership positions
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Strengthen relationships
to sustain and increase
government funding
Develop and implement
an annual fundraising
plan

Janet Cook
Board Chair

Rhonda Meakin
Director

Mike Zurowski
Vice Chair

Jamie Patterson

Helen Bourget

Richard Schwan

Ben Tingley

Director

Lara Ludwig

Treasurer

Director

Director

Director

Outgoing Directors:
Janet Cook
Rhonda Meakin
Helen Bourget
Mike Zurowski
Shaun Soonais
Director

Kyle Egeto

Kristian Wells

Director

Director
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Jacqueline Tisher
Founder & CEO

Sudesh Galhenege
CFO

Lisa Wyatt

Raquel Flaman

Katya Wenc

Allison Wills

Mickey MacGillivray

Sr. Mgr. Human Resources

Provincial Fundraising Manager

Jenna Neufeld

Thandi Mabindisa

Sr. Mgr. of ELC

Joey Friedt

Evelyn Marcil

Amanda Montgomery

Executive Administrator

Sr. Mgr. of Supportive Living

Arlynn Redekopp

Kelsey Neufield

Linda Nguyen

Sr. Finance Administrator

Finance Administrator

Human Resources Generalist

Human Resources Assistant
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Finance Administrator

Marketing & Comms Coordinator

Policy & Comms Coordinator

Sr. Mgmt. Administrator
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Amanda Montgomery,
Senior Manager of Supportive Living
This past year was another eventful one in the Supportive Living
homes across the province. Our 25 beds have been at full capacity
since September 2021 and the staff has been busy supporting the
kids to live their best lives every day.
Our Regina home forged a new path when we admitted a highneeds baby to the program whose funding is provided by Jordan’s
Principle (JP). This is the first time Hope’s Home has worked with
JP on long-term funding and we are so happy as the successful
partnership means this precious little one no longer needs to live
in the hospital! We also saw a new leadership position created in
Regina to help streamline the operations in this very busy house of
9 children.
Despite our best efforts, Covid-19 managed to find its way into
our homes, but thankfully I can report there were no serious
outcomes from the infections. A huge shout out to all the staff in
Supportive Living who continue to go above and beyond despite
the challenges the illness brought, to ensure the children receive
the very best care possible.
As we look forward to the next year, we will see some of our older
children transition out of our care into the adult world. Though we
are sad to see them go, we are so proud of the young men and
women they have become and look forward to welcoming new
little ones into the Hope’s Home family.
Provincially, we saw the creation of a brand new Supportive
Living Staff handbook and are hard at work with all of the exciting
strategic initiatives that will support our program in the future and
raise the bar of excellence in care even higher for the children of
our province.
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We are happy to report our renovations have been
completed and we have been able to get everything
organized and the children’s artwork back up on our walls this
past year. We are officially at full capacity with 8 beds; last
year we had a total of 5.
We were lucky to receive one child from Regina Supportive
Living along with two others who were living locally at
another organization within Prince Albert. These three
children have fully transitioned and fit in well with our home
and our community. We are so grateful to have them with us.
The increase in beds in turn increased our staffing. With the
difficulty of the pandemic, we have lost some long-term
staff as they chased their dreams and moved on to different
things, but we are lucky enough that most of them stayed
on casually. With that, we welcomed many new staff and
things are starting to level out as we all find our groove and
everything settles into place. The pandemic was extremely
hard on many and we are happy to say we see the light at
the end of the tunnel and things are looking brighter. We are
so thankful to all our staff who worked tirelessly day in and
day out to meet the needs of our children as it was a trying
time worldwide. Despite all the restrictions, our staff were
able to make the best life for our children in hopes that the
pandemic had little effect on them.
As the pandemic allowed, our children were still able to do
many things within and around our community throughout
the year. They went to Watrous and visited the Manitou
Mineral Spa, spent time at the beach, and toured the town
site. It was so nice to go somewhere as the pandemic
did not allow for this the previous summer. One of our
children received a Make-A-Wish to get sensory items; they
have benefited greatly from this grant through play and

exploration. We are excited to report we are expecting two
children to receive Make-A-Wish’s grants in the upcoming
year now that travel is permitted. We are also the home
of a child Star as one of our children was selected to sing
on Telemiracle this past year. It was this child’s 4th year of
auditioning, so it is a reminder to us all to never give up or
lose hope and to always chase your dreams. We are all so
very proud of their success!
This year we were approved for a backyard grant. We have
yet to finalize the spending, but we are looking forward to
having an outdoor space for our children to call their own,
complete with privacy fencing, a BBQ, accessible seating
options, a gazebo, and a rubber playground surface to make
it wheelchair accessible. We cannot wait!
Lastly, we received donation dollars towards a 2020 Toyota
Sienna customized with a manual lift that can hold up to
two wheelchairs. Words cannot express how grateful we are
for this van since our number of beds have increased. Our
bigger van can no longer accommodate all our children. Plus,
many of our children are gone on medical appointments
to Saskatoon which used to leave us without transportation
for the remainder of our children home. Not anymore! This
gift has helped our operations immensely. We want to send
a huge shoutout to our supporters! We cannot thank you
enough!
Another great year in the books…we look forward to seeing
what next year brings!

Trish Teichreb & Helena Goulet,
Nuring Supervisors
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Sarah took her spot on the Telemiracle stage this year!
After four years of auditions, Sarah was over the moon
to be chosen as a local Saskatchewan talent. When we
asked what advice she’d give to anyone else trying out
she made sure to tell us to never give up and keep going.
Wise words!
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As we enter our 7th year of operations in Saskatoon, we have many
milestones to celebrate and reflect on. We’ve welcomed many
babies to our Hope’s Home staff family and have seen our excited
new parents take their parental leaves. Our staff have embraced
and held one another up as life challenges and the stress of the
pandemic lingered, creating a stronger-than-ever team; we continue
to have the most resilient and dedicated staff who tirelessly love our
children.
The most joyous event this year was re-opening our home to families
and visitors. Laughter and tear-filled hugs filled our home in the first
week, creating a long-lasting memory in our hearts and souls. Our
children lit up with the arrival of their loved ones; routine visits were
surely missed.
Our home endured an outbreak this winter that affected 14 staff and
3 children. The endless teamwork and tireless hours that our staff put
in has not gone unnoticed. Everyone did an amazing job supporting
the staffing levels needed to maintain our operations.
Despite the challenges, our children have had a wonderful year!
Some of the many events included one of our children transitioning
into a specialized school, another had a successful overnight visit
to Regina to see his Kookums, another little one improved his core
strength and balance, and another young man’s transition into the
adult world is underway as he approaches his 18th birthday.
As restrictions lifted, we have been taking full advantage of outings
and events in our community. One of our first excursions was renting
a local movie theater and inviting our children and staff’s families. The
kids had a great time enjoying the movie with loved ones. When a
spring storm rolled in on the morning of our petting zoo, we adapted
and brought the petting zoo inside. We had kittens, chicks, lambs,
bunnies, and goats spend time with our children and guests. There
were smiles and joy for the entire afternoon!
Last summer, our home received funding for a new concrete patio
and loading area in our front yard. Since built, there have been
many hours spent in the warm sunshine out front at our accessible
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picnic table. We are excited for many sun-filled days in our yard this
summer.
Our developmental workers have been very busy this year supporting
the ever-changing behavioral needs of our children. They have been
integral in gathering data for the therapy teams and carrying out all
the individualized approaches. Our DWs are the backbone of our
home and we are continually grateful for their loving care.
Our nurses have had some learning to do, as our young kiddo
readies for home peritoneal dialysis. A comprehensive training day
was spent at JPCH this April followed by continuous review and
setup as we near the first day of treatment. We are confident our
great team of nurses will provide the high standard of medical care
required for this complex therapy.
This summer we welcomed a full-time Recreational Therapist to
partner with our long-term Recreation Programmer. The Recreational
Programming Department has been busy as ever with summer
camp and program planning underway. The programmers are very
excited to bring a summer filled with experiences and learning to our
children. They also worked diligently to obtain funding for a sensory
gym in our shared living space. The children now have access to
specialized equipment typically offered in a therapeutic setting.
Our management team made up of our administrative assistant,
nursing supervisors, and manager has been busy behind the scenes
maintaining the health and safety of the children and operations
of the home. Keeping the children’s appointment calendars and
communications on track is a full-time job!
We look forward to the warm summer months ahead and to creating
many more cherished memories for our children this year. With the
hope of healthy days ahead, we continue to provide exceptional care
at Saskatoon Supportive Living.

Meagan Hoffman, Supportive Living Manager

This year we welcomed Jeffery to
our family in Regina! Jeffery taught
us that no challenge is too large
or intimidating when it comes to
making a difference in a child’s life.
Our staff worked hard to build
competency around Jeffery’s care
and we are grateful to have him as
part of our family!
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As we enter another yearfull of smiles, laughs, twists, and turns, we’ve
taken time to reflect on the past year in our home. No one anticipated
we would be living through another year of a global pandemic, which
was difficult to navigate. However, we all stood together and held
each other up through hardships, as a family does, and came out with
so many triumphs to reflect on.
One of the biggest highlights of the year was bringing home a new
member to our Hope’s Home family. After living his entire life at the
Jim Pattison’s Children’s Hospital on the PICU unit, we welcomed a
10-month-old baby boy. He quickly became the apple of everyone’s
eyes and continues to help our hearts grow a little bigger every day.
He is very medically complex; he has a tracheotomy and relies on
a ventilator to breath for him 24/7. We have never had a child with
these needs in our home before which was a little frightening and we
didn’t know exactly what to expect. There was so much to learn and
adapt to, but within weeks the fear was almost all gone. He stole our
hearts so quickly, and everyone openly did what they needed to do
to learn how to properly care for and manage his condition and give
him SO much more love than we could have imagined. We are so
proud of our team for all that they have learned and took on. Now, it’s
impossible to imagine our home without him.
Even though our little man has only been with us for about 6 months,
he has already gone for a major surgery to straighten his legs by
releasing the muscles and improve the quality of his life. Born with
his legs wide open in a “split” type position, transportation proved
to be difficult he required an EMS ride in-city or a short flight if he
required care in Saskatoon. He was only able to be in his bed or out in
the living room on the couch. Outings were next to near impossible.
We didn’t know how much longer we would be able to even get him
through a doorway! This was frightening for us all as we did not know
what to expect, however, he came through like a rockstar and is now
back at home awaiting when he FINALLY gets those cute little casts
off his now straight forward legs. We cannot wait to get him properly
fitted in a chair and take him on some awesome summer adventures
out of the house so he can start to see and explore the world.

A few other child successes we celebrated this year include:
•

Sending our only little princess to kindergarten this year. She is
the only girl in the house of 9 kiddos!

•

Celebrating as one of our boys attends full days of school after
struggling to go each day. Prior to this year, he struggled to
attend school for half days three times a week and was even
taken out of school at one point due to high behavioral needs.
We showed them buddy!

•

Celebrating one-year seizure-free for one of our other older
boys after 15-years of medication adjustments and dietary
changes with no success! We finally did it dude!

•

Our almost 4-year-old also started eating orally after being
tube fed since birth and he officially no longer has a g-tube
button.

A few staffing highlights we celebrated this year include:
•

Welcoming back one of our full-time recreational
programmers from maternity leave.

•

Welcoming a new nursing supervisor to our team.

•

Hiring a long-time nursing supervisor to our new Supportive
Living Manager position.

We also recieved funding for a 2020 Toyota Sienna van! Customized
with a manual lift, it can hold up to 2 wheelchairs, allowing us greater
ease to transport smaller groups of the children, or go to different
places at the same time. We are incredibly grateful!
All in all, this year was one of celebrations. We were so happy to
accomodate in-home visits again and continue to build bonds
with our kiddo’s families. Our team at SL can’t wait for in-person
gatherings, BBQs, and potlucks. Bring on the food and fun!
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Michelle Yung, Supportive Living Manager
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Lisa Wyatt, Senior Manager of Early Learning and Childcare
Over the course of the last year, Early Learning has seen several changes
that have impacted the industry. In August 2021, Hope’s Home Rosewood
was hand-picked to host the announcement of the provincial and federal
agreement to make childcare more affordable, accessible, and inclusive in the
Province of Saskatchewan. We hosted federal and provincial Ministers, and
media for the monumental announcement that would initiate a sequence of
changes within early learning for the remainder of the year.
Parent fees were first dropped in licensed childcare centres dating back to
July 2021, with a subsidized payment coming from the government. Our
locations worked in collaboration with the Ministry of Education to fill out
reports and have families reimbursed for fees already paid before the fees
directly changed for parents in February 2022. We are happy to report all
families received their final reimbursements in May 2022. We now anticipate
another fee drop in the fall of 2022.
Along with the announcement of reduced fees, a light has also been shone
on the role our educators play in providing high-quality services. A wage
enhancement has been implemented to increase the wages of some of the
certified educators in the field. Working towards a larger unified wage grid
across the province is the goal.
One of the larger changes in our Early Learning Program involved the increase
in support from the Federal Government and the Ministry of Education to help
fund the gaps in our current nursing programs (Prince Albert and Rosewood
nursing) and the future growth in Saskatoon. Partnerships such as this creates
opportunities within the Province of Saskatchewan, helping to meet the needs
of the community; we are excited to push forward and open a Saskatoon
location where much of the additional staffing costs will be provided by this
partnership, a project that has been on hold for many years.
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This year at Hope’s Home Prince Albert Early Learning & Childcare Centre has been one of change
and growth. We have seen a lot of process changes through our Finance, Human Resources, and
Information Technology teams, which has certainly helped fine tune our operations at a local level. While
many staff have come and gone this year, those who remain have come through this year with strength
and resilience. I cannot thank this wonderful group of staff enough for all that they do to make these
children’s days the best they can be!
For the first time in history, parents have received a break in childcare fees, and we are making strides
towards affordable, quality childcare in Saskatchewan! In a year when we were projected to come down
to 50% fees by December 2022, the Government of Saskatchewan, Ministry of Education surprised us all
by reimbursing retroactively back to July of 2021! Not only that, they made a commitment to provide our
amazing Early Childhood Educators with a wage supplement to further attest to the quality work they do
every day with our early years children! We are moving in a wonderful direction, and we look forward to
what comes next.
As we moved to the end of this fiscal year, we were so thankful to see the return to smiling faces and
move away from the endless Covid-19 restrictions. While we learned how to navigate a world where
you looked for the twinkle in an eye and a smiling voice, nothing beats seeing the children respond to
our whole face: smiles, laughter, and all! Bring on 2022 parents, families, and staff of Hope’s Home –
together, we are going to rock this year!! Bring on the outings, occasions, and celebrations!!
Kristy Thompson,
Early Learning & Childcare Manager
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This year has been a true blessing for our centre. With restrictions relaxed, we have increased the
number of families and children we can support. We are back up to 80 spaces for this upcoming year
with a goal of filling all 90 licensed spaces. Our classrooms and environments now include soft areas,
more activities and invitations, and more play areas. It feels good to be excited about our environments
again! Classrooms can mingle again, allowing for more outside time, time to play on the playgrounds
and go for neighborhood walks together, and even play in the gymnasium together.
We have also returned to in-person support from external supporting professionals. This year we have
received support from occupational therapists, behaviour consultants, speech and language pathologists,
and the AIM Program in Saskatoon. Having these supporting professionals come to see the children in
the centre allows for more intense and in-depth sessions. Our staff can also ask questions in the moment
and receive on-the-spot guidance for the children we care for.
We are looking forward to getting back out into the community this year. We have planned trips to the
Forestry Farm, the WonderHub, and the petting zoo. Our staff will be connecting with local businesses
and professionals to provide as many learning opportunities as possible within our community.
Victoria Hopkins,
Early Learning & Childcare Manager
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This year Rosewood Early Learning & Childcare Centre we saw a lot of
growth and change. We reached full capacity once again and had busy
classrooms full of laughter, fun, and learning. Our staff understood the
constant changes of the pandemic and supported each other through
every challenge we faced. Sometimes we were “all hands-on deck”
making sure the children received the consistency and love needed to
make the best of each day. I am very proud of each individual and how
we all put teamwork and the children first, even when it wasn’t easy.
We are big believers in allowing the children meaningful experiences,
even if it includes being messy indoors or outdoors. As we look outside
and see a beautiful spring upon us, the play yard full of mud, and
children covered head to toe, we are dreaming of the future, as we
put focus on developing and changing the play space at Rosewood.
We hope to access better ground cover, and possibly some new play
equipment to allow children opportunities to develop new skills in an
attractive environment.
Our staff and families have taken advantage of the new opportunities
from the Ministry of Education’s Early Years branch. Staff have taken part
in professional development, allowing them the opportunity to learn
new skills and grow as educators. Our families have been provided with
some much-needed financial relief as affordable childcare becomes more
accessible in our programs. We look forward to what else the ministry has
to offer in the next year to benefit our sector.

It has been a year of change and transition for the
John Paul II Early Learning & Childcare Centre. We
have said happy good-byes to some long-term
staff who have gotten married, moved, or found
new endeavors to peruse. We also welcomed
some wonderful new staff who are excited to start
and carry on with their careers at Hope’s Home.
These new additions to the team are passionate
about working in an inclusive environment and
learning new skills while working with the amazing
children in our facility.
As always, our children have worked especially
hard striving towards and achieving numerous
goals set out for them. We have seen some
children stand independently for the first time and
take those initial steps towards walking. Some
have made amazing progress in their speech, and
fine and gross motor development, while others
have extended their time in their standing frames
and made huge progress with their stretches.

We were blessed with new families and children with very complex
medical needs to support. Our Nursing department remained childfocused and our nurses created fun learning opportunities for all of us.
Our Hope’s Home family welcomed with open arms, excitement, and
a willingness to learn and love, all children in need of extra support.
We were an open door for the children’s support professionals who
offer support to the staff and teach everyone how to use new adaptive
equipment. Our children have shown so much growth and development
in their goals, which means we got to celebrate the beauty of Hope’s
Home.

We are so blessed to watch all the children explore
and take risks (as messy as some of those play
experiences may be) and expand in many areas
of development. We have had the opportunity
to watch as little artists produce master pieces,
story tellers engage us in a world of make belief
and little professionals include us in their play of
what they are going to be when they grow up.
Throughout the hardships of being in a pandemic,
these little beings have been incredibly resilient
and continue to teach us new things each day. We
have been so fortunate to be able to experience
every moment.

Ashley Bourassa, Rosewood ELC Manager

Aimee Depko, JPII ELC Manager
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This has been an exciting year full of change. This past year we saw
Mickey MacGillivray step into the Provincial Fundraising Manager role
and take on new responsibilities and challenges. We also bid farewell
to Tessa, taking leave to Globe Theatre to expand her career, and
welcomed Jenna Neufeld as our new Marketing and Communications
Coordinator in October 2021. She has been an excellent addition to the
Hope’s Home team.
As we close out another year of fundraising in a pandemic, we can see
the world beginning to open again, creating more opportunities for inperson events on the horizon.
This past fall we hosted Swinging with the Stars in Regina and Prince
Albert, bringing in over $300,000 combined at both events. We continue
to find support at these events, generating unparalleled buzz and
awareness for Hope’s Home.
In February, we introduced a new fundraising initiative in partnership with
Rubicon and our local pharmacies: The Heart Campaign. Customers had
the option to round up their purchase or donate a $2 heart in the name
of a child with all proceeds going to Hope’s Home. We set a goal of
raising $1,500 this year but surpassed it with over $10,000 raised!
Heading into 2022 we’re looking forward to in-person events and
generating a greater awareness about Hope’s Home and the lifechanging work we do!
Mickey MacGillivray,
Provincial Fundraising Manager
Jenna Neufeld,
Marketing and Communications Coordinator
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In March, we turned our attention to Lucky the Leprechaun, the 2022
version of Hope the Hippo. For the first time ever, he hopped around
Regina, Prince Albert, Saskatoon, AND Warman. With a commitment
from Affinity Credit Union to match Lucky’s donations up to $25,000, this
fundraiser pulled in over $35,000!
This year we also made a commitment to market Hope’s Home in an
intentional way by contracting both Pattison Media and Rawlco Radio to
tell the story of Hope’s Home. We’ve been on the air since December of
2021 and have already seen an uptick in our website visits and social media
engagement. Compared to the six months before the radio campaign, our
online donations have doubled in the six months we have been on the air!
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It was a productive year of planning and projects for both policy and internal communications. This year’s strategic
planning aimed to highlight not only which initiatives and projects should take priority but how best to execute our
initiatives to the greatest efficiency and positive effect on our staff and the children of Hope’s Home.
The Policy Department updated and/or created a total of 8 policies, including four Human Resources policies and
two in response to the pandemic climate to facilitate and support staffing: Covid-19 Vaccination Declaration and
Test to Protect as part of our weekly testing program.
Numerous internal forms, templates, and procedures were also created and updated over the past year, some
accompanying the newly implemented policies.
Internal Communications supported all provincial departments with communications to staff and parents on positive
cases and health measures, as well as strategic planning, projects, and more.
Working to create consistency, the department completed a project in conjunction with IT to set up Hope’s Home
email accounts for all remaining employees across all programs and developed an Internal Communications Matrix
which includes all standard types of communications Hope’s Home sends to its employees and families.
Finally, as part of Hope’s Home’s training and employee development, the Early Learning and Childcare and
Supportive Living Staff Handbooks received full updates and reformatting, creating continuity with the All-Staff
Handbook every employee sees in orientation.
Policy and Internal Communications is looking forward to the next “chapter” and the exciting projects awaiting,
including creating an annual Parent Satisfaction Survey, adjusting our digital systems and intranet for the best
operational efficiency, streamlining and updating even more policies, forms, and procedures, and developing an
internal newsletter.

Katya Wenc, Policy and Communications Coordinator
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The Human Resources Department has had a busy
and successful year continuing to build on the
focus of people and retention as well as creating
efficiencies and capacity within the team and across
the organization. Here are some of the team’s
accomplishments:

Team Purpose Statement
We drive organizational culture by creating connections
and providing comprehensive, efficient, and effective
HR programs and services that support the important
work of Hope’s Home.
Team Vision Statement

1. We expanded the Group Benefits Program and
automated enrollment.

To be trusted leaders; engaged, transparent, and
passionate about the work of Hope’s Home and our
people.

2. We researched and began implementing
a new human resource information system
that supports human resource reporting and
analytics.

Team Values
Each moment, we are:

3. We evaluated all processes related to benefits
administration and re-configured them to
achieve greater efficiencies.
4. The HR and Communications Department
developed Purpose, Vision, and Values
statements to guide decisions and behaviors
while serving Hope’s Home.
Hope’s Home Human Resources and Policy/
Communications team is small but mighty, and we
are looking forward to the initiatives and excitement
in the coming year! We love the work we do and the
opportunity to make a difference in our community!

•

Collaborative

•

Innovative

•

Accountable

•

Objective

•

Proactive

•

FUN

From top left:
Linda & Allison
From bottom left:
Katya & Kelsey

Allison Wills, Senior Manager of Human Resources
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Pamela Schneider, Provincial Nursing Manager
As Hope’s Home grows, so does the need for support to the nursing program. The Provincial Nursing Manager position was created
to meet this need across all the organization’s programs, denoting the creation of the independent provincial Nursing Department at
Hope’s Home. I began in the role in August of 2021 at the completion of my maternity leave.
This position has kept me busy and on my toes! I have learned and grown in this last year and am excited to continue growing the position and supporting the nursing department. Among revising and updating nursing policies, finding my footing supporting the ELC
nurses, and supporting all nurses provincially with day-to-day concerns, other main projects include:
1. Reinstating the Nursing Practice Committee
The committee is made up of Hope’s Home nurses who volunteer their time to contribute their ideas, knowledge, and experiences, assisting in the creation and revision of Nursing policies, procedures, and any other nursing-related documents/practices. Currently, we have 10 members including ELC nurses, SL nurses, SL Managers, and Nursing Supervisors throughout the
province. The committee meets approximately every 2 – 3 weeks.
2. Test to Protect Program
In collaboration with varying members of the Provincial Team, we supported Hope’s Home through the Covid pandemic by
creating a rapid antigen testing policy and implementing the Test to Protect Program. Hope’s Home joined the community
program through Public Health (eventually transferred to Health Canada), administering weekly rapid tests to our employees to
ensure we were doing our best to keep everyone healthy in the workplace. Health Canada supplied Hope’s Home with free rapid tests if we sent in weekly reports on the results. The program ran smoothly and was a great way to ensure we were doing as
much as we could to prevent Covid-19 outbreaks in our centers and homes. Since the restrictions have been lifted for Covid-19,
this program has ended.
3. Barb Bancroft Nursing Webinars
As Provincial Nursing Manager, I am responsible for finding varying professional development opportunities for the nurses to
further develop our Nursing programs, increase the knowledge and experience of our nurses, ensure we are practicing our skills
to the best of our abilities, and doing all we can to provide the best care to the amazing kiddos of Hopes Home.
I organized a series of webinars for all Hope’s Home nurses taught by the amazing Barb Bancroft, a keynote speaker on clinical topics
pertaining to pathophysiology, physical assessment, and pharmacology to health care professionals. Barb catered her teaching topics
to relate to Hope’s Home nursing and the feedback was incredibly positive. The 4 topics included Teratology and Embryology, Neuro
for the Not-So-Neuro Minded, Seizure Disorders, and NeuroPharmacology.
I will be returning to maternity leave again in July, however, to ensure the nursing programs are well supported, the lovely Teagan
Bossenberry will be covering the position until my return.
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2021-22 marked a busy and productive year for the IT world at Hope’s Home. Some highlights from the past 12 months include the:
•

Printer Replacement Project — all locations were switched over to faster and more durable multi-function Toshiba printers, saving
costs over the lease and service contract in comparison to the previous vendors

•

Microsoft O365 Account Creation and Distribution for ELC — in collaboration with the HR and Communications departments,
140 new accounts were given to ELC employees to ensure all Hope’s Home content, data, and communications stay within Hope’s
Home boundaries, and to provide more efficient internal communications across all levels.

•

Fiberoptic Internet at John Paul II ELC Centre — the internet in this location has been subpar and inefficient in comparison to
the other locations which have fiberoptic internet services. As an ongoing for the last two years, this location recieved fiberoptic
internet services on June 10, 2022. This faster and more robust internet service will ensure that all the staff (Provincial and Early
Learning and Childcare) at this location always have a strong internet connection, the standard we have set for all locations.

•

Laptop Replacement Project — installed 74 replacement (Lenovo ThinkPad) laptops over the last 12-18 months, including the setup for standardized docking stations. Approximately less than 10% of the older laptop and desktop systems still exist and will be
replaced in the next several months. This project included taking stock of all new assets installed to ensure an accurate inventory
and documentation of each piece of IT equipment’s location; this will be maintained going forward.

Ticket / Issue Stats for the last 12 months (as of May 30, 2022):
Tickets Opened: 1353
Tickets Closed: 1343
Closure Rate: 99.2%
Average Tickets Per Month: 113

•

Hired a Facilities Consultant to streamline repair, maintenance, and capital development throughout the province.

•

Hired contracted consultants for each Supportive Living Location to address day-to-day maintenance needs.
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Sudesh Galhenage, Chief Financial Officer
The Finance Team, or FUN-ance Team as we prefer to be called, has worked tirelessly behind the scenes to complete several new initiatives this year. One of our largest accomplishments was the adoption of new technologies to improve the efficiency of the work we do.
We implemented a new Time and Attendance system for over 300 employees, allowing our employees to manage their
schedules, as well as their vacation and sick time, online. We also employed a new accounting program, the Sage Intact
Accounting System.
As finance directly supports the other departments at Hope’s Home, ensuring processes run smoothly across the board, we
collaborated with the Human Resources team to develop a new Group Benefits process and to implement a new Human
Resources Information System, BambooHR.
We also worked closely with the Ministry of Education to refund parents and employee wages under the $10/day childcare
program. We are proud to be a part of this initiative and have learned a lot along the way.
We are continuously assessing where we can improve efficiency. Other major highlights include the development of a new
reporting measure to enhance management’s decision-making abilities and streamlining the Purchasing Program.
The Finance Team is proud of the work we have done in the past 12 months and are excited to see what the next year
brings!

Our Values
Empowerment

Transparency

Curiosity
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Humour

Collaboration

Adaptability
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